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Dan Ruben
Executive Director
Equal Justice America
Building II, Suite 204
13540 East Boundary Road
Midlothian, VA 23112
Mr. Ruben:
Thank you and Equal Justice America for sponsoring my summer internship with Philadelphia
Legal Assistance. In my position, I helped clients with unemployment compensation legal issues.
My main tasks included advising clients on how to interpret agency decisions, on how to appeal
a decision against them, on how to self-represent at an administrative hearing, or I would
represent the client at the hearing. I was called upon to interpret statutes and case law relating
to unemployment compensation. During my summer, I was able to help over fifty clients with
unemployment compensation questions, and was able to personally represent many of them in
administrative hearings.
It was very rewarding to be able to assist clients, especially considering many times we would be
facing experienced attorneys and management from the employer. If the client did not have
representation from Philadelphia Legal Assistance, he or she would have been left completely
unprepared and outmatched by the employer. Clients were always very appreciative, and in
most cases, we were able to get the client the benefits he or she deserved.
It was very hard to decide which client interactions I should write about, as I had many
rewarding experiences. One of my first clients was a single woman who had to quit her job
because she was facing stress disorders brought on by negative interactions with her manager.
Unemployment compensation law in Pennsylvania has a presumption against quitting, and you
cannot get benefits unless you quit for good cause and have tried all avenues to preserve your
employment. The service center had reviewed her case and denied her benefits. She filed an
appeal and I met with her and agreed to take her case.
When I first met the client, she was very frazzled as she had never experienced unemployment
compensation and had been employed steadily throughout her life. Now, she was facing bills
and did not have the necessary funds to pay them. It was a first for her and she was very scared.
On top of it, she was having emotional issues because of the stress from the manager and now
the stress of the job loss. She had tons of documentation, but did not know what was important
her case.
I sat with the client and went through roughly one hundred documents, finding the ones
relevant to helping her prove her case. I listened to her story; she was emotional so it took me a
long time to coax out all of the relevant details. I then patiently explained the law to her. At the
hearing, I represented her and was able to question her in such a way that she would not get

overwhelmed and still get all of the relevant information to the referee. Through my
questioning, she was able to establish that she did have good cause and that she did exhaust all
avenues before quitting her position. She was awarded benefits, and thanked me so much for all
of my hard work with her.
Another client of mine was fired from his position as a custodian for something that he did not
do. He was very upset and felt that his image was crushed at no fault of his own. Further, he had
a fiancé and a small child to provide for. After hearing the client's story and reading the
employer's documentation, I realized that he was really set up to be the scape goat because
they were unable to determine which employee was truly at fault. At the hearing, I was able to
question the employer's manager and human resources representative and find holes in their
story. In addition, I objected to inadmissible hearsay and was able to keep it out of the record.
As the employer was unable to prove that the client had committed willful misconduct (the legal
standard required) he was awarded benefits. He was extremely thankful for my helping him at
the hearing, and even more so once he was awarded benefits.
Thank you again for helping fund me as I worked this summer at Philadelphia Legal Assistance in
the Unemployment Compensation group. I really enjoyed my experience and feel as though I
truly helped the needy in Philadelphia.
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